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Though we might feel that we have a lot less trees around us than a decade ago, Japan 

still has the second largest forest resources in the world behind Finland, with 4.9 billion m2 of 

forests that account for 70% of Japan’s total land area. Interestingly, most of the wood 

consumed in Japan is imported. Domestically produced timber only represents 26.6% of 

Japan’s total wood consumption. Moreover, we are planting trees more than 8,000 m2 of 

land every year, while cutting down only 7,000 m2 of existing forest. Though it is often 

thought that not cutting down the trees is the only way to protect the forest, it still needs 

some human intervention as not to cut down some trees will leave the forests over-crowded 

with malnourished trees, which could diminish forests' ability to decrease carbon dioxide in 

the atmosphere and further worsening the global warming problem. We also need to pay 

attention to the depopulation of forests in mountain areas. If we used more domestic timber 

with careful forestry planning, it would create more jobs and also rejuvenate the forests.  

To promote the consumption of domestically produced timber, the Japanese Forestry 

Agency launched the Wood-Use Points Program from April 2013 (application for and 

issuance of points began from July). Under this program, points are given to construction or 

refurbishing work that uses domestically produced timber. Each point is worth 1 yen and can 

be used to purchase products or make donations were to charities. (From July, the points 

are also given to buyers of furniture, wooden pellet stoves and regular wood stoves that are 

manufactured using Japanese wood.) Some of the items that can be exchanged with the 

collected points are related to the forest, such as a ticket to a trekking tour or a donation to 

forest preservation organizations. The purpose of this is so that the participants can feel that 

they are directly contributing to Japan’s forests. 

                   

■ Items covered in the Wood-Use Points Program (Those that satisfy the designated 

criteria including ratio of local timber use) 

(1) Purchase/construction/extension of wooden houses  

(2) Refurbishing work to construct wooden floor/interior/outer wall of wooden houses 

(3) Purchase of wooden products, wooden pellet stoves and standard wood stoves 

 

■ Issued points (Collected points can be exchanged with products or used to make 

donations to charities at 1 point = 1 yen)  



Example: Wooden houses → 300,000 points per house (Up to 500,000 for areas affected by 

the Tohoku Earthquake)  

Interior/outer wooden wall construction → up to 300,000 points in total 

(Points vary depending on the number of locations and construction area) 

 

In other words, “buy a wooden house and get a free gift worth 300,000 yen”. If you are 

considering buying a new house before the consumption tax rise, this is a great chance to 

get a house and receive the benefit of the program.  

(Reference: Wood-Use Points Program http://mokuzai-points.jp/)  
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